
Current Charges (effective from 1 April 2009)
Metering Number of

Code   Description Fixed Variable 
Day

Variable 
Night Demand Fixed Variable 

Day
Variable 

Night Demand Winter Day 
Usage Fixed Consumers

per annum per kWh per kWh per kW per annum per annum per kWh per kWh per kW per annum per kWh per annum per annum as at 20/01/2009
LOW08 Low Fixed Charge Under 8kVA $54.75 $0.0325 $0.0203 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0307 $0.0021 $0.00 $0.0000 $49.94 59
LOW08U Low Fixed Charge Under 8 kVA U/C W/H $54.75 $0.0325 $0.0203 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0540 $0.0254 $0.00 $0.0000 $49.94 0
LOW Low Fixed Charge Under 15 kVA $54.75 $0.0325 $0.0203 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0307 $0.0021 $0.00 $0.0000 $49.94 3854
LOW15U Low Fixed Charge Under 15 kVA U/C W/H $54.75 $0.0325 $0.0203 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0540 $0.0254 $0.00 $0.0000 $49.94 0
008 Under 8 kVA $160.94 $0.0207 $0.0085 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0307 $0.0021 $0.00 $0.0000 $49.94 429
008U Under 8 kVA Uncontrolled Water Heating $160.94 $0.0207 $0.0085 $0.00 $210.00 $0.0307 $0.0021 $0.00 $0.0000 $49.94 0
015 Under 15 kVA $229.45 $0.0131 $0.0009 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0307 $0.0021 $0.00 $0.0000 $49.94 23602
015U Under 15 kVA Uncontrolled Water Heating $229.45 $0.0131 $0.0009 $0.00 $210.00 $0.0307 $0.0021 $0.00 $0.0000 $49.94 4
360 3 x 60 A $836.23 $0.0131 $0.0009 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0307 $0.0021 $0.00 $0.0000 $76.57 831
360U 3 x 60 A Uncontrolled Water Heating $836.23 $0.0131 $0.0009 $0.00 $210.00 $0.0307 $0.0021 $0.00 $0.0000 $76.57 1
ASS Over 15 kVA Assessed & Nameplate $76.12 $0.0131 $0.0009 $38.06 $0.00 $0.0307 $0.0021 $0.00 $0.0000 $76.57 1217
TN1 TOU 400 V $78.55 $0.0000 $0.0000 $69.51 $9.29 $0.0000 $0.0000 $8.47 $0.0550 $183.48 144
TN2 TOU 11 kV < 3000 kW $106.92 $0.0000 $0.0000 $52.02 $12.77 $0.0000 $0.0000 $6.18 $0.0550 $733.90 8
TN3 TOU 11 kV > 3000 kW $106.92 $0.0000 $0.0000 $48.41 $12.77 $0.0000 $0.0000 $6.56 $0.0550 $733.90 0
TR1 TOU 400 V Remote $78.55 $0.0000 $0.0000 $76.96 $9.29 $0.0000 $0.0000 $9.84 $0.0550 $183.48 1
TR2 TOU 11 kV < 3000 kW Remote $106.92 $0.0000 $0.0000 $58.20 $12.77 $0.0000 $0.0000 $7.75 $0.0550 $733.90 1
TR3 TOU 11 kV > 3000 kW Remote $106.92 $0.0000 $0.0000 $58.20 $12.77 $0.0000 $0.0000 $7.75 $0.0550 $733.90 0

Notes

       Load Group Distribution Transmission

Alpine Energy Limited advises that charges to electricity retailers will change from 31 March and 1 April 2010

Fixed Charges - Fixed charges accrue daily at the rate of 1/365th of the annual amount. The Fixed Transmission charge for sites in the 008U, 015U and 360U load groups is a Special Service Charge for 
provision of electric water heating that cannot be controlled by Alpine Energy via a ripple relay.

Variable Charges - Day unit charges are levied in respect of all units used between 7am and 11pm and night unit charges are levied in respect of the period 11pm to 7am. Charges are based on metering 
at the Grid Exit Points supplying the network with a reduction for the declared network loss level to emulate usage metered on site.  The additional distribution charge of 1.94 cents/kWh for day and night 
usage in the LOW load groups, and 0.76 cents/kWh for day and night usage in the 008 load groups is charged based on usage advised by electricity retailers.  The additional variable transmission charge 
of 2.33 cents/kWh for day and night usage for sites in the LOW08U and LOW15U load groups is a Special Service Charge for provision of electric water heating that cannot be controlled by Alpine Energy 
via a ripple relay, and is charged based on usage advised by electricity retailers.

Demand Charges  - For sites with a demand (kW) charge, the demand level is assessed and set by the network and is available on request.  The charge accrues daily at the rate of 1/365th of the annual 
amount.

Winter Day Usage Charges - For sites with a winter day unit charge, the winter day usage is assessed and set by the network (based on the previous year's winter day usage) and is available on request.  
The charge accrues daily at the rate of 1/365th of the annual amount.

Metering Charges - This charge is levied for all sites with any Alpine Energy owned metering equipment (including CTs and VTs).

All Charges - GST is payable in addition to the charges.  Additional terms and conditions detailed in the Use of System Agreement and Memorandum of Understanding apply.

Remote Sites - TOU sites will fall in the remote category where they are located more than 25 km from a Point of Supply for sites in excess of 100 kW or 5 km for sites in excess of 500kW.

This schedule is provided pursuant to Regulation 27 of the Electricity Information Disclosure Requirements 2004



Alpine Energy Limited Metering Number of
Pricing Schedule 31 March 2010 Fixed Variable Day Variable Night Demand Fixed Variable Day Variable Night Demand Fixed Consumers

per annum per kWh per kWh per kWh per annum per annum per kWh per kWh per kWh per annum per annum as at 16/12/09
LOWHCA Low Charge $54.75 $0.0473 $0.0281 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $52.44 555            
LOWLCA Low Charge $54.75 $0.0460 $0.0268 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $49.94 4,070         
LOWUHCA Low Uncontrolled $54.75 $0.0473 $0.0281 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0388 $0.0266 $0.00 $52.44 1                
LOWULCA Low Uncontrolled $54.75 $0.0460 $0.0268 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0388 $0.0266 $0.00 $49.94 3                
015HCA 015 $243.83 $0.0263 $0.0071 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $52.44 6,670         
015LCA 015 $232.22 $0.0263 $0.0071 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $49.94 17,453       
015UHCA 015 Uncontrolled $243.83 $0.0263 $0.0071 $0.00 $212.54 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $52.44 25              
015ULCA 015 Uncontrolled $232.22 $0.0263 $0.0071 $0.00 $212.54 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $49.94 43              
360HCA 360 $888.65 $0.0263 $0.0071 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $80.40 317            
360LCA 360 $846.33 $0.0263 $0.0071 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $76.57 576            
360UHCA 360 Uncontrolled $888.65 $0.0263 $0.0071 $0.00 $212.54 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $80.40 4                
360ULCA 360 Uncontrolled $846.33 $0.0263 $0.0071 $0.00 $212.54 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $76.57 2                
ASSHCA Assessed $80.89 $0.0263 $0.0071 $8.78 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $30.15 $80.40 987            
ASSLCA Assessed $77.04 $0.0263 $0.0071 $8.37 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $30.15 $76.57 325            
TOU400HCA TOU 400V $80.89 $0.0101 $0.0015 $42.51 $0.00 $0.0025 $0.0015 $57.44 $192.65 32              
TOU400LCA TOU 400V $77.04 $0.0101 $0.0015 $40.48 $0.00 $0.0025 $0.0015 $57.44 $183.48 109            
TOU11HCA TOU 11kV $80.89 $0.0101 $0.0015 $31.88 $0.00 $0.0025 $0.0015 $57.44 $770.60 8                
TOU11LCA TOU 11kV $77.04 $0.0101 $0.0015 $30.36 $0.00 $0.0025 $0.0015 $57.44 $733.90 5                

Notes:

Distribution Transmission

Fixed Charges - Fixed charges accrue daily at the rate of 1/365th of the annual amount. The Fixed Transmission charge for sites in the  015UHCA, 015ULCA, 360UHCA and 
360ULCA load groups is a Special Charge for provision of electric water heating that cannot be controlled by Alpine Energy via a ripple relay.

Variable Charges - Day unit charges are levied in respect of all units used between 7am and 11pm and night unit charges are levied in respect of the period 11pm to 7am. Charges 
are based on metering at the Grid Exit Points supplying the network with a reduction for the declared network loss level to emulate usage metered on site.  The additional distribution 
charge of 2.10 cents/kWh for day and night usage in the LOWHCA load groups, and 1.97 cents/kWh for day and night usage in the LOWLCA load groups is charged based on usage 
advised by electricity retailers.  The additional variable transmission charge of 2.36 cents/kWh for day and night usage for sites in the LOWUHCA and LOWULCA load groups is a 
Special Charge for provision of electric water heating that cannot be controlled by Alpine Energy via a ripple relay, and is charged based on usage advised by electricity retailers.

Demand Charges  - For sites with a demand (kW) charge, the demand level is assessed and set by the network and is available on request.  The charge accrues daily at the rate of 
1/365th of the annual amount.

Metering Charges - This charge is levied for all sites with any Alpine Energy owned metering equipment (including CTs and VTs).

All Charges - GST is payable in addition to the charges.  Additional terms and conditions detailed in the Use of System Agreement and Memorandum of Understanding apply.

This schedule is provided pursuant to Regulation 27 of the Electricity Information Disclosure Requirements 2004



Alpine Energy Limited Metering Number of
Pricing Schedule 1 April 2010 Fixed Variable Day Variable Night Demand Fixed Variable Day Variable Night Demand Fixed Consumers

per annum per kWh per kWh per kW per annum per annum per kWh per kWh per kW per annum per annum as at 16/12/09
LOWHCA Low Charge $54.75 $0.0484 $0.0288 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $57.68 555            
LOWLCA Low Charge $54.75 $0.0465 $0.0269 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $54.93 4,070         
LOWUHCA Low Uncontrolled $54.75 $0.0484 $0.0288 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0388 $0.0266 $0.00 $57.68 1                
LOWULCA Low Uncontrolled $54.75 $0.0465 $0.0269 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0388 $0.0266 $0.00 $54.93 3                
015HCA 015 $248.71 $0.0268 $0.0072 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $57.68 6,670         
015LCA 015 $232.22 $0.0268 $0.0072 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $54.93 17,453       
015UHCA 015 Uncontrolled $248.71 $0.0268 $0.0072 $0.00 $212.54 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $57.68 25              
015ULCA 015 Uncontrolled $232.22 $0.0268 $0.0072 $0.00 $212.54 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $54.93 43              
360HCA 360 $906.42 $0.0268 $0.0072 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $88.44 317            
360LCA 360 $846.33 $0.0268 $0.0072 $0.00 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $84.23 576            
360UHCA 360 Uncontrolled $906.42 $0.0268 $0.0072 $0.00 $212.54 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $88.44 4                
360ULCA 360 Uncontrolled $846.33 $0.0268 $0.0072 $0.00 $212.54 $0.0152 $0.0030 $0.00 $84.23 2                
ASSHCA Assessed $82.51 $0.0268 $0.0072 $8.96 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $30.76 $88.44 987            
ASSLCA Assessed $77.04 $0.0268 $0.0072 $8.37 $0.00 $0.0152 $0.0030 $30.15 $84.23 325            
TOU400HCA TOU 400V $82.51 $0.0103 $0.0015 $43.36 $0.00 $0.0025 $0.0015 $57.44 $211.92 32              
TOU400LCA TOU 400V $77.04 $0.0103 $0.0015 $40.48 $0.00 $0.0025 $0.0015 $57.44 $201.83 109            
TOU11HCA TOU 11kV $82.51 $0.0103 $0.0015 $32.52 $0.00 $0.0025 $0.0015 $57.44 $847.65 8                
TOU11LCA TOU 11kV $77.04 $0.0103 $0.0015 $30.36 $0.00 $0.0025 $0.0015 $57.44 $807.29 5                

Notes:

Distribution Transmission

Fixed Charges - Fixed charges accrue daily at the rate of 1/365th of the annual amount. The Fixed Transmission charge for sites in the  015UHCA, 015ULCA, 360UHCA and 
360ULCA load groups is a Special Charge for provision of electric water heating that cannot be controlled by Alpine Energy via a ripple relay.

Variable Charges - Day unit charges are levied in respect of all units used between 7am and 11pm and night unit charges are levied in respect of the period 11pm to 7am. Charges 
are based on metering at the Grid Exit Points supplying the network with a reduction for the declared network loss level to emulate usage metered on site.  The additional distribution 
charge of 2.16 cents/kWh for day and night usage in the LOWHCA load groups, and 1.97 cents/kWh for day and night usage in the LOWLCA load groups is charged based on usage 
advised by electricity retailers.  The additional variable transmission charge of 2.36 cents/kWh for day and night usage for sites in the LOWUHCA and LOWULCA load groups is a 
Special Charge for provision of electric water heating that cannot be controlled by Alpine Energy via a ripple relay, and is charged based on usage advised by electricity retailers.

Demand Charges  - For sites with a demand (kW) charge, the demand level is assessed and set by the network and is available on request.  The charge accrues daily at the rate of 
1/365th of the annual amount.

Metering Charges - This charge is levied for all sites with any Alpine Energy owned metering equipment (including CTs and VTs).

All Charges - GST is payable in addition to the charges.  Additional terms and conditions detailed in the Use of System Agreement and Memorandum of Understanding apply.

This schedule is provided pursuant to Regulation 27 of the Electricity Information Disclosure Requirements 2004




